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OUR RESPONSE
On August 4, 2020, the explosion of ammonium nitrate in the Port of Beirut left at least 
190 dead, 5,000 injured and 300,000 citizens homeless. The fatal blast destroyed much 
of Beirut and its surroundings, leaving its once colorful landscape covered by dust and 
debris.

Offrejoie responded quickly by assessing the damages of the blast in the areas closest to 
the sea port, setting up an emergency rehabilitation program in three of the most severely 
affected neighborhoods: Karantina, Mar Mikhael and Khandak el Ghamik.

answered our call within 48 hours, expressing their readiness to 
rebuild our capital and help the city rise from the ashes of this 
tragic incident. More than 300 volunteers were mobilized daily 
on the ground during the first few weeks of the response. 

6000+
VOLUNTEERS
Following in-depth damage assessments, rehabilitation works are already underway in 
more than 67 buildings and 352 apartments in Karantina, Mar Mikhael and Khandak el 
Ghamik, aiming to assist more than 350 families to return to their normal lives in dignity 
and safety before winter. Our target population includes Lebanese citizens, refugees and 
migrant workers of different backgrounds and faiths.

Our volunteers are accompanied by a team of more than 200 skilled laborers, and a doz-
en volunteer architects and engineers, who guides them through the rehabilitation works in 
a joint effort to optimize our humanitarian impact.
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OUR REHABILITATION PROGRESS ON THE GROUND
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KARANTINA

Food Distributions: 
• 6,500 warm meals were distributed to workers, volunteers and families in need residing 

in Karantina rehabilitation site during September.
• A dozen food parcels and diaper kits were distributed to elderly and families in need.

Other Distributions:
• 187 solar lamps distributed in September to residents at our Karantina site.
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Food Distributions: 
• 5,200 warm meals were distributed to workers, volunteers and families in need in Mar 

Mikhael during September.
• 100 food parcels containing high end rice, sugar, flour, beans, lentils, burghol, hum-

mus, pasta, cheese and tuna products were distributed in September to families in need 
residing in Mar Mikhael rehabilitation site.

Other Distributions:→ 
63 Solar lamps were distributed in September to residents at our Mar Mikhael site.
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KHANDAK EL GHAMIK

New mobile rehabilitation unit has been set up in Khandak el Ghamik.
• Glass repairs were completed in 23 buildings.
• 505 broken windows have been replaced with new glass.
• Existing wood and aluminum frames are being repaired by skilled laborers and 

volunteers on the spot.
• 20 additional buildings have been identified for glass repairs in October.

OVERALL BUILDINGS SCOPE OF WORK
• NEW WATER TANKS 
• NEW TOILET SEAT 
• NEW SINK 
• INTERNAL DOORS
• STRUCTURE REINFORCE-

MENT
• CABLING 
• SANDWICH PANEL 
• NEW ELECTRICAL PLUGS 
• WATER PUMP 
• TILING 

• COMMON STAIRCASE 
AND ROOFTOP

• DOOR AND WINDOWS 
• EXTERNAL PAINT 
• PIPES 
• CONCRETE REPAIR   
• NEW JOINTS 
• PU APPLICATION
• INTERNAL WORKS (TILING, 

PLUMBING ETC.) 
• MEMBRANE 



OUR TEAMS AND THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS

Over 20 volunteer team leaders accompanied by a dozen 
volunteer engineers and architects are leading the rehabilitation 
works in Karantina, Mar Mikhael and Khandak el Ghamik. They 
are supported by over 200 technical and skilled laborers from 
across Lebanon who are guiding them through the glass, wood, 
aluminum, plumbing and electrical works. 

REHABILITATION TEAM

A partnership has been established with Froz, 
a creative community engaging volunteers by 
facilitating waste reduction through on-ground 
activities, while Accelerating the adoption of the 
circular economy and alleviating the waste crisis by 
expanding the eco-conscious community

A new centralized sorting space for plastic, paper 
and cans has been set up at our Karantina site, with 
an extension site setup in Mar Mikhael. The use of 
plastic water bottles has been minimized through the 
installation of water coolers at all rehabilitation sites. 
Interactive awareness sessions will be conducted in 
October for volunteers, laborers and neighborhood 
residents to minimize waste and sort from the source.

WASTE MANAGEMENT TEAM

The urban redevelopment team has updated and finalized maps 
detailing buildings’ characteristics in Mar Mikhael and Karantina 
(number of stories, type of material used etc.). Green areas have 
been mapped at the Karantina site and urban development and 

URBAN PLANNING TEAM
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design efforts are underway together with 
partners to optimize green and public 
spaces as of October.  
A survey was conducted by our partners 
at the AUB Faculty of Agriculture and 
Food Sciences to identify the community’s 
needs and preferences for green spaces.



A minute of silence was held on September 4, 
commemorating the one month anniversary 
of the Port of Beirut blast. Candles and olive 
branches were placed near the remnants of a 
destroyed building in Karantina where a mother 
and three children had lost their lives. 
Psychosocial activities for children and elderly 
are still underway. An animation event was 
organized with the Clown Me In initiative on 
September 7 in Karantina hosting a dozen 
children with the aim of spreading joy to 
affected neighborhoods. An 18-hour drama 
therapy project was also organized with the 
Clown Me In initiative which involved 20 kids 
with the aim of helping them overcome their 
trauma.
A friendly football match was organized on 
September 17 between our volunteers at the 
Mar Mikhael and Karantina sites to boost the 
morale of each team outside of their daily 
onsite works.

COMMUNITY TEAM

Masks, gloves and hygiene 
items are distributed on a 
daily basis by health teams in 
Karantina, Mar Mikhael and 
Khandak el Ghamik while 
Covid-19 symptoms are 
continuously monitored.

Trainings provided for our 
teams during the reporting 
period:
• Advanced Fire Safety 

Training
• Harness Safety Training 

for Scaffolding Use
• Covid-19 Awareness 

Session

HEALTH TEAM
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REHABILITATION TEAM

WASTE MANAGEMENT TEAM



Amid the rehabilitation works, humanitarian needs remained high across Lebanon. For this 
reason, OffreJoie teams carried out food distributions across the country.

ONGOING FOOD DISTRIBUTION ACROSS LEBANON
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FOOD PARCELS
DISTRIBUTED ACROSS LEBANON

NORTH LEBANONSEP
28 100 FOOD PARCELS

AMIOUN, HAMAT, ANFEH

WEST BEKAASEP
8 99 FOOD PARCELS

AANA, JEB JANNINE, AITANITE

SOUTH LEBANONSEP
17 93 FOOD PARCELS

DEBL

MT. LEBANON/CHOUFSEP
27 58 FOOD PARCELS

SIRJBAL, WADI EL DEIR, 
WADI BNAHLE, KFARKATRA

BEKAASEP
18

250 FOOD PARCELS

JEZZINE, TAL ZNOUB, 
ZAHLE

600



ONGOING FOOD DISTRIBUTION ACROSS LEBANON
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The fundraising & communications team studied and managed over 
25 fundraising drives organized by individuals and companies, and 
answered over thousands of emails and private messages on our 
social media platforms in September. 
A call for volunteers social media campaign was launched in 
September reaching 556,556 people, leading to 8,375 landing 
page views and 540 sign-ups to volunteer on the ground. 

FUNDRAISING AND COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

The coordination team has been taking part in bi-weekly NGO meetings in Karantina and 
Mar Mikhael liaising with all humanitarian actors in the area, encouraging cooperation, 
exchanging information and referrals, with the aim of avoiding overlap and optimizing 
humanitarian impact. 

Coordination efforts linked to the wider rehabilitation process in Beirut are also ongoing 
through regular communication with the Directorate General of Antiquities (DGA) - 
regarding five buildings considered as part of the heritage -, Beirut Municipality and the 
Lebanese Army’s Forward Emergency Room (FER).

COORDINATION TEAM

The volunteer dispatching team has mobilized more than 50 
volunteers per day to support core teams on the ground in 
Karantina, Mar Mikhael and Khandak el Ghamik with reha-
bilitation works, food distributions, psycho-social activities and 
waste management efforts. 
A number of Scout groups, corporations and local NGOs 
have also joined us on the ground in a show of support. 

VOLUNTEER DISPATCHING TEAM

LOGISTICS AND PROCUREMENT TEAM

A centralized warehouse has been 
set up in Karantina with two separate 
storage areas in Karantina and Mar 
Mikhael sites. A glass workshop and 
supply unit have also been set up by the 
mobile team at the Khandak el Ghamik 
site.



Uniting the Lebanese family since 1985 
and always living up to our values: 

Love, Respect & Forgiveness.

For more information please visit www.offrejoie.org 
and join us on social media to stay connected on our latest news.

https://www.instagram.com/offre.joie/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/offre.joie/?hl=en
http://www.offrejoie.org
https://www.facebook.com/offrejoie
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC05pyoUcL1DZ3MISMSMsv0A
https://twitter.com/offrejoieliban
https://www.instagram.com/offre.joie/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/offrejoie
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